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Creating a database for the finite abstract groups in the
L-functions and Modular Forms Database (LMFDB).

https://groups.lmfdb.xyz/Groups/Abstract/

https://groups.lmfdb.xyz/Groups/Abstract/


Database for abstract groups



Questions

Isn’t there a database for finite groups already?

Why is it important to have a database for finite groups in the
LMFDB?

What are some of the challenges in creating this database?

What else can we do in the future?



Isn’t there a database for finite groups?

Yes! There is a page by Tim Dokchitser for small groups of order ≤ 500:

http://groupnames.org

http://groupnames.org/


Why do we need another database?

Finite groups show up at many other sections in the LMFDB. They
deserve their own pages which can be referred to by other pages.
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Why do we need another database?

Finite groups show up at many other pages in the LMFDB. They
deserve their own pages which can be referred to by other pages.

Galois group

Automorphism groups of higher genus curves

Q̄-automorphism groups for genus 2 curves over Q

Monodromy groups of Belyi maps.

Inertia groups of p-adic fields.

Dokchitser’s group pages are loaded from a static file, whereas the
LMFDB group pages are generated dynamically from a database,
which allows us to update data as necessary.



Time for a demo

https://groups.lmfdb.xyz/Groups/Abstract/

https://groups.lmfdb.xyz/Groups/Abstract/


What are some of the challenges?

What is the best presentation for an abstract group?

Writing the rational and complex character tables.

Getting a good presentation for the subgroup diagram.

How to label subgroups and the conjugacy classes of a group?



Future plan and application

Add more groups of larger orders including the groups GL(n, q) and
SL(n, q).

Add other groups to the page which are not there yet, like
subgroups of GL(n,Z), GL(n,Q) and GL(n,C). Add groups
beyond the small groups.

Add more data on higher genus curves page using the group page.

Include the automorphism groups of Belyi maps to the LMFDB
using the group page.

Database for algebraic tori and integral Galois representations on the
LMFDB will also use some data from the group page. Specifically, it
will use the finite subgroups of GL(n,Z) and their representations.



Future plan and application

A non-CM elliptic curve E/Q : y2 + a1xy + a3y = x3 + a2x
2 + a4x + a6.

E/Q −→ an automorphic representation π ∼=
⊗
p

πp on GL(2,AQ)

[R., 2019]: There is an explicit algorithm which computes the local repre-
sentations πp of GL(2,Qp) in terms the Weierstrass coefficients ai of the
E/Q.

Goal: Include this data in the LMFDB with some linked to the group
page.



Questions for everyone

Where else would the data on the abstract groups page be useful?

What data would be good addition to the abstract groups page?

Thank you!


